Having an attorney on your business team will provide
vital assistance in almost every aspect of your business. A lawyer can handle everything from formal business incorporation, lawsuits and liability to zoning compliance and copyright and trademark advice.

At the Contiguglia Law Firm, our fundamental philosophy is to prevent legal disputes from occurring in the
first place. Having strong legal fitness will reduce the
risk of legal disputes. Unfortunately, many businesses
put off hiring a lawyer until the dispute has gotten out of
hand, or they are now involved in litigation. Bad luck!
The time to associate with a good business lawyer is
BEFORE the dispute arises. Once litigation has commenced, it’s too late and the problem has already occurred. Then, it’s just a matter of time and how much
you will have to pay (in court costs, attorneys’ fees, settlements and other expenses) to get the problem resolved.

Don’t be afraid to follow your instincts and feelings.
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assisting them with a resolution to best achieve their
objectives. Types of lawyers you can utilize:

• Hourly or per diem rate.
• Flat Fee.

• Contracts.

• Monthly Retainer.

• Business Organizations..

• Contingent Fee

• Real Estate.

• Value Billing.

• Taxes and Licensing
• Intellectual Property

MEET WITH YOUR LAWYER
This might seem counter intuitive to keep costs down,
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